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QUESTION 1

How does Vagrant run virtual machines? 

A. Vagrant uses a vagrant-specific hypervisor called VagrantVM. 

B. Vagrant has to be run within a running virtual machine which is not controlled by Vagrant. 

C. Vagrant ships with an embedded version of VirtualBox. 

D. Vagrant uses so-called provides which control external hypervisors such as VirtualBox. 

E. Vagrant generates virtual machine images but does not provide a mechanism to run them. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 2

Which of the following tasks are achievable using docker-machine? (Choose THREE correct answers) 

A. Start and stop Docker containers on remote Docker hosts. 

B. Set environment variables to configure the docker command. 

C. Install a new Docker host in a virtual machine. 

D. Migrate running containers from one Docker host to another. 

E. Open an interactive Shell on a remote Docker host using an SSH connection. 

Correct Answer: BCE 

 

QUESTION 3

Which of the following values stems from the Agile Manifesto? 

A. Processes and tools over individuals and interactions. 

B. Contract negotiation over customer collaboration. 

C. Comprehensive documentation over working software. 

D. Predictability and long-term planning over flexibility and adaption. 

E. Responding to change over following a plan. 

Correct Answer: E 

 

QUESTION 4
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How is cloud-init integrated with a managed system image? 

A. cloud-init provides the cloud-init-worker command which has to be invoked periodically within the running instance. 

B. cloud-init provides systemd units which must be included in several stages of the booting process of the instance. 

C. cloud-init provides its own startup mechanism which replaces the instance\\'s original init system, such as systemd. 

D. cloud-init provides a Linux kernel module that must be included and loaded in the instance\\'s initramfs. 

E. cloud-init provides the cloud-init-daemon service which is launched during startup and keeps the instance in sync
with the desired configuration. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

 

QUESTION 5

After creating a new file within a directory which to a Git repository, which commands have to be used in order to make
Git manage the new file and upload it to the already existing remote origin? (Choose THREE correct answers) A. git init 

B. git push 

C. git commit 

D. git add 

E. git remote 

Correct Answer: BCD 
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